
 
Lecture 5 Noetherian rings modules I

e Modules wrappedup free projectivemodules
1 Noetherian rings modules

2 Hilbert's Basis theorem
References AM Chapter6 introto Chapter 7 E Section1.4
BONUS NonNoetherianrings in Complex Analysis

Why Hilbert cared

e 1 Freemodules

Let A be a commutativering M be an A module

Definition Elements Mi ie I form a basis in M if fMEM
is uniquelywritten as A linearcombination ofMi ie I
M is free if ithas a basis

Examples 1For any set I A isfree for a basis can take
coordinate vectors ei te I ee Ce o de

lithposition

2 If A is field thenevery module a.k.a vectorspace is
free If A is not afieldthere are nonfreemodules
let JcA be ideal J a A A J isnotfreeleverA
Indeed forany vector e in a basis wemusthave al e

p
t ee A But forany ee A J we have ae e HaeJ



Remark Everyfreemodule is isomorphic to At for someset
I cheese basis mien ie ya A IM

Lemma Every basis in M A hasexactly k elements

Proof Assume the contrary Fl k w A At As inthe
case of fields any A linearmap A A isgivenby
multiplication w uniquely determined lookmatrix w coeffis in A
Also for TEMatic A themap o est E A A is
invertible Let T e A is invertible Whdh assume k l
and let isomorphisms A Ate AKA begivenby T e
Mate A Matice A So Let Tat e 6k rows of It are
A linear combinations of the l rows of T R Eck I

e 2 Why to care about modules projectivemodules
Reason l modulesgeneralize various classicalobjects
abeliangroupsvectorspacesvectorspaces equipped w linear
operator fEx modules collectionof commuting operators
FCA xD modules

ReasonP modules provide a generalframework fordiscussing
properties ofideals in A or Aalgebras Forexample for ideals we
care about whether they are principal This is apropertywhich

gonlyrequires
the module structure



Reason2 there's an interesting from variousperspectives
class ofmodules projective ones

Definition An A module P is projective if I AmoduleP's.t
POP is free

Example Free projective takeP's is

However there are projective modules that aren'tfree see ProfF
in HWY
One can ask whether forgivenring A all of itsfinitely

generatedprojective modules are free Hereis a sufficientcondin

Thm Quillenansweringquestion ofSerre If AFly xD where
It is efield then any fingeneratedprojectivemodule isfree

Themain reason whypeople care about finitelygenerated
projective modules is that they are importantgeometrically
they correspond to vector bundles on affine schemes We'll

study projectivemodules from various perspectives

1 Noetherian rings modules

A is commivering

T



When we study vector spaces in Linearalgebra we almost

always concentrate on finite dimensional ones One can ask

about an analogof finitedimensional for modules The 1st
guess is that one shouldwork w finitelygeneratedmodules
However suchmodules may

havepathologicalbehavior a
submodule in e finitelygeneratedmodule may fail to be
finitelygeneratedWe are going to study the condition
on modules andthering A itself that guarantees that
this doesn't happen

11 Main definitionsKexamples
Definition

4AnA module M is Noetherian if A submodule ofM
includingM is finitely generated
in A is a Noetherian ring if it's Noetherian as amodule
over itself i e every ideal isfinitelygenerated

Examples

e Every field F is Noetherianring ideals in F are o F a

1 As TL is Noetherian ble t ideal is principal

Nonexample see Prob3 in HWAlintgeneratedideal in certainA

A



12 Equivalentcharacterizationsof Noetherianmodules
Definition M is A module

By an ascendingchain AC of submodulesof M we mean

collection Nili ofsubmodules of M St Ni sNit ti o
N SNasN S
Wesay that the AC Nili terminates if I k est

Nj Nk Aj k

Proposition For an Amodule M TFAE
1 M is Noetherian

2 AAC ofsubmodulesofM terminates
3 A nonempty set of submodules ofM has amaximal

element want inclusion

Proof 21 73 Let X be a set ofsubmodules TakeM EX It's
not maximal FMEX W M4M M isn't Max l I Ms Ma
Etc
3 2 exercise

a 2 AC Ni e
N SN S N sikNi is a

submodule exercise This N is fingenid so I me meEN w
Ns Spang Ma Me Now Mi e Nk forsomeKci Me MeeN
for K Max Keil ble Na CN thxto AC condition
N SpanCm me N so AC Ni terminates atMe
I



2 A Know A AC ofsubmodules terminates Let N
be a submodule that is nt fingenerated construct
Ni's by induction pick M EN N SpangmisAma Now

suppose we've constructed Ma Mi EN Ni Spangme Mi
N isnot fingen N M F mi E NI Ni set
NitSpang me min Ni So Ni is is AC doesn't
terminate Contradiction A

Corollary Every nonzero Noetherianringhas a maximal ideal

Proof The set Ic Alideals A has a man editby 13

2 Hilbert basistheorem
It turns out that there are a lot ofNoetherianrings infact
most rings we are dealingwith are Noetherian Thefollowing
is a basic result in thisdirection

Thm Hilbert 1800
If A is Noetherianthen Alx is Noetherian

Proof Let I CAN be an ideal Assume it's notfinitely
generated We construct a sequence of elements to fie EI as
follows f to is an element of I withminimalpossibledegree Once

µ fie are constructed we cheese fee I f fr this set is
6



nonempty bc I fo fr again ofminimalpossible degree
For Kee define areA niceTL from fi ax lowerLegterms

By the construction hshes shas Now let I g an CA kid
This is an ascending chain of ideals in A Since A is Noetherian
it must terminate So am c g am am Ebiai beA forsome m
Setgm sfm Eybix

maniff EI blefar.fm I nma nizo

fenEbiayxI lowerLeg
terms

Leggmacdegfm

Sobythechoiceof fat ofminimaldegree in Idfa fm
gm elfa.fm fm elf fm contradiction a



BONUS I NonNoetherianrings in Complex analysis
Most ofthe rings we deal with in Commutativealgebra

are Noetherian Here is however a very natural example ofa
non Noetherian ring that appears in Complex analysis

Complex analysis studies holomorphic a.k.a complexanalytic
or complex differentiablefunctions let Hel E denote

the set of holomorphicfunctions on G These canbe thought
aspowerseries that absolutely converge everywhere
Hel E has a natural ringstructure vie addition multi

plication offunctions

Preposition Hd E is not Noetherian

Proof Well produce an AC of ideals Ig fee 76cal
f 20 Fi k e t integerKaj jets It's easy to check

that all ofthese are indeedideals It is alsoclearthat
theyform an AC when we increase j we relax the condition
on zeroes We claim that Ij 4 Ij hencethisACdoesn't
terminate Hd E is not Noetherian Equivalently we
needto show that foreachj there f6 e7ld Q suchthat f204Fi k so t k j while fj a fig e

jConsider thefunction fCz é t Thisfunction is periodic
withperiod 205T Also f z Eg itZ So 2 so is an

order f zero offeel Since 20ft is aperiod every 20 Fi k
a



KER is an orderAZero We set

f z et 1 E 204Fij Thisfunction is still

holomorphicon theentire 0 we have Fj 2045.1j to E flat fi k
so forKaj A

BONUS It WhydidHilbert care about theBasistheorem
Hilbert was interested in Invarianttheory oneofthecentral
branchesof Mathematicsofthe Nth century Let Gbe agroup
acting onfindimAvectorspace V by linear transformations g beg
We want to understand when two vectors v v lie inthesame
orbit

Definition Afunction f V G is invariant if f is constant
on orbits fig fol fgeG vet

Exercise Y keV lie in the same orbit fcu fly finvariantfunction f we say Ginvariants separate Gorbits

Unfortunately all invariant functions are completely out of
control However we can hope to controlpolynomialfunctions
These are functions that are written aspolynomials in coordinates
of u in a basis if we change a basis then coordinateschangevia
a linear transformation so if a function is apolynomial
in one basis then it's apolynomial in every basis The Galgebra
a



ofpolynomial functions will bedenotedby ACV itdim kn
then a choice ofbasis identifies Q V3withCfx tn
By GIV we denote thesubsetof Ginvariant functions in AN

Exercise It's a subring of a v3

Exampled Let V G G Su thesymmetricgroupactingon Vby
permuting coordinates Then GUT consistsprecisely ofsymmetric
polynomials

Example2 Let V0 G E f Ake w.atmultiplication
Let G act on Vby rescalingthecoordinates t g k s

Ha txt We have fix xie duh fits ta fix x
H ted I the Q This isonlypossible when f isconstant

As Example 2 showspolynomial invariantsmay fail toseparate
orbits However to answer our originalquestion it's still worth

to studypolynomial invariants

Premium exercise When G isfinite thepolynomialinvariants
still separate Gorbits

Now suppose wewant to understand whenfor U V EV
I



we have for flu f fear It's enoughtocheckthis
forgenerators fof the Q algebra cut So a naturalquestion
is whether this algebra is finitelygenerated
Hilbertproved this for reductivealgebraicgroups G
hedidn't know theterm butthis iswhathisproofuses
Finitegroups are reductivealgebraic andso are Gln E

thegroup of all nondegeneratematrices Sh O matrices
of determinant I On e orthogonalmatrices andsome
others for these infinitegroups one needs to assume that
their actions are reasonable in someprecisesense Later
mathematiciansfoundexamples where thealgebraofinvariants
are not finitelygenerated counterexamples to Hilbert's16th
problem
Basis theorem is an essential ingredient in Hilbert's
proofoffinitegeneration For more details on this see
E TGP PS P3 containssome more background on
Invariant theory

I


